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So, the Great New Normal Purge has begun … right on cue, right by the numbers. As we "paranoid

conspiracy theorists" have been warning would happen for the past 18 months, people who refuse

to convert to the new oNcial ideology are now being segregated, stripped of their jobs, banned

from attending schools, denied medical treatment, and otherwise persecuted.

Relentless oNcial propaganda demonizing "the Unvaccinated" is being pumped out by the

corporate and state media, government leaders, health oNcials, and shrieking fanatics on social

media. "The Unvaccinated" are the new oNcial "Untermenschen," an underclass of subhuman

"others" the New Normal masses are being conditioned to hate. You can see the hatred in the New

Normals' eyes …

But it isn't just a purge of "the Unvaccinated." Anyone deviating from the oNcial ideology is being

systematically demonized and persecuted.

In Germany, Australia, and other New Normal countries, protesting the New Normal is oBcially

outlawed. The New Normal Gestapo is going around to people's homes to interrogate them about

their anti-New Normal Facebook posts. Corporations are openly censoring content that

contradicts the oBcial narrative. New Normal goon squads roam the streets, checking people's

"vaccination" papers.

And it's not just governments and corporations carrying out the New Normal Purge. Friends are

purging friends. Wives are purging husbands. Fathers are purging children. Children are purging

parents. New Normals are purging old normal thoughts. Global "health authorities" are revising

deKnitions to make them conform to New Normal "science."

And so on … a new oNcial "reality" is being manufactured, right before our eyes. Anything and

anyone that doesn't conform to it is being purged, unpersoned, memory-holed, erased. None of

which should come as a surprise.

Every nascent totalitarian system, at some stage of its takeover of society, launches a purge of

political opponents, ideological dissidents, and other "anti-social deviants." Such purges can be

brief or open-ended, and they can take any number of outward forms, depending on the type of

totalitarian system, but you cannot have totalitarianism without them.

The essence of totalitarianism — regardless of which costumes and ideology it wears — is a

desire to completely control society, every aspect of society, every individual behavior and

thought.

Every totalitarian system, whether an entire nation, a tiny cult, or any other form of social body,

evolves toward this unachievable goal … the total ideological transformation and control of every

single element of society (or whatever type of social body it comprises). This fanatical pursuit of

total control, absolute ideological uniformity, and the elimination of all dissent, is what makes

totalitarianism totalitarianism.

Thus, each new totalitarian system, at some point in its evolution, needs to launch a purge of

those who refuse to conform to its oNcial ideology. It needs to do this for two basic reasons: (1)

to segregate or otherwise eliminate actual political opponents and dissidents who pose a threat to

the new regime; and (2) and more importantly, to establish the ideological territory within which

the masses must now con]ne themselves in order to avoid being segregated, or eliminated.

The purge must be conducted openly, brutally, so that the masses understand that the rules of

society have changed, forever, that their former rights and freedoms are gone, and that from now

on any type of resistance or deviation from oNcial ideology will not be tolerated, and will be

ruthlessly punished.

The purge is usually launched during a "state of emergency," under imminent threat from some

oNcial "enemy" (e.g., "communist in]ltrators," "counter-revolutionaries," or … you know, a

"devastating pandemic"), such that the normal rules of society can be inde]nitely suspended "for

the sake of survival." The more terri]ed the masses can be made, the more willing they will be to

surrender their freedom and follow orders, no matter how insane.

The lifeblood of totalitarianism is fear … fear of both the system's oNcial enemy (which is

constantly stoked with propaganda) and of the totalitarian system itself. That the brutality of the

system is rationalized by the threat posed by the oNcial enemy doesn't make it any less brutal or

terrifying. Under totalitarian systems (of any type or scale) fear is a constant and there is no

escape from it.

The masses' fear is then channeled into hatred … hatred of the oNcial "Untermenschen," whom the

system encourages the masses to scapegoat. Thus, the purge is also a means of allowing the

masses to purge themselves of their fear, to transform it into self-righteous hatred and unleash it

on the "Untermenschen" instead of the totalitarian system, which, obviously, would be suicidal.

Every totalitarian system — both the individuals running it and the system, structurally —

instinctively understands how all this works. New Normal totalitarianism is no exception. Just

re`ect on what has happened over the last 18 months.

Day after day, month after month, the masses have been subjected to the most destructive

psychological-terror campaign in the history of psychological terror. Sadly, many of them have

been reduced to paranoid, anus-puckering invalids, afraid of the outdoors, of human contact,

afraid of their own children, afraid of the air, morbidly obsessed with disease and death … and

consumed with hatred of "the Unvaccinated."

Their hatred, of course, is utterly irrational, the product of fear and propaganda, as hatred of "the

Untermenschen" always is. It has absolutely nothing to do with a virus, which even the New

Normal authorities admit. "The Unvaccinated" are no more of a threat to anyone than any other

human being … except insofar as they threaten the New Normals' belief in their delusional

ideology.

No, we are way past rationality at this point. We are witnessing the birth of a new form of

totalitarianism. Not "communism." Not "fascism." Global-capitalist totalitarianism. Pseudo-medical

totalitarianism. Pathologized totalitarianism. A form of totalitarianism without a dictator, without a

de]nable ideology. A totalitarianism based on "science," on "fact," on "reality," which it creates

itself.

I don't know about you, but, so far, it has certainly made quite an impression on me. So much so

that I have mostly set aside my satirical schtick to try to understand it … what it actually is, why it

is happening, why it is happening now, where it is going, and how to oppose it, or at least disrupt

it.

The way I see it, the next six months will determine how successful the initial stages of the roll-

out of this new totalitarianism will be. By April of 2022, either we'll all be showing our "papers" to

the New Normal Gestapo to be able to earn a living, attend a school, dine at a restaurant, travel,

and otherwise live our lives, or we will have thrown a monkey wrench into the machinery.

I do not expect GloboCap to abandon the roll-out of the New Normal over the longer term — they

are clearly committed to implementing it — but we have the power to ruin their opening act (which

they've been planning and rehearsing for quite some time).

So, let's go ahead and do that, shall we? Before we get purged, or unpersoned, or whatever. I'm not

sure, as I haven't seen a "fact-check" yet, but I believe there are some commercial airline pilots in

the USA who are showing us the way.

About the Author

C.J. Hopkins is an award-winning American playwright, novelist and political satirist based in
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janeth
Joined On 6/22/2009 7:44:43 PM
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Excellent article.  What ]rst caught my eye was "friends are purging friends".  Almost all but one or two of my many friends who got the jab
are now out of my life.  They simply stopped calling me, texting, coming over to the house, not sending birthday cards my way, no longer
getting together for coffee and conversation, etc.   Sadly, these are well educated individuals (sheeple) who caved into fear and got the jab.
 I simply am moving on to another chapter in my life without them.  

Additionally, my husband, a federal employee will be resigning from his position next month, as he refuses to be forced to get the covid
shot.  Thankfully, over the years, we have been frugal, and we will be able to survive for a while ]nancially.  Also, the vaccine mandates have
hurt my sons as well.  The youngest could not attend his highschool homecoming due to not having the vaccine.  The other son, who has
special needs, could not participate in any overnight Special Olympics events/competitions.   The other day, my daughter asked me what
scary movies we plan on watching on Halloween night.  My reply was - WE ARE LIVING IN A SCARY MOVIE! Stay strong everyone.  We will
get thru these insidious times.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 7:17:24 AM
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

janeth - if this report is accurate, those who have "unfriended" you, may be forced to think twice about their decision to be a research
subject (which is exactly what anyone who allowed themselves to be injected
is)...principia-scienti]c.com/oNcial-govt-reports-show-vaccinated-lost-40..
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har1272
Joined On 3/6/2019 11:00:25 PM
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The "justice system" (the courts, including the Supreme Court, are offering no help by remaining silent.  Unfortunately, the vaccine
will never be tied to future diseases and deaths, but those maladies will be blamed on the "unwashed", or the "unvaxxed".

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 11:43:30 AM
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Janeth.... Exactly!  No need for Halloween movies now.  Scary Biden and the other drone leaders in the West ]t right into the
Halloween theme! Thank you pilots and everyone standing up to those who de]le the Constitution and Charters everywhere.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 12:44:50 PM
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM
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The vaxxed are the new vectors. You want them to stay away from you. Opposite World.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 12:51:11 PM
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All I want for Christmas is a Coven-pass.. healthicine.org/wordpress/all-i-want-for-christmas-is-a-coven-pass/  To your health, tracy
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

janeth, I too have friends who now exclude me because my wife and I refused to get the jab. I realize now, that they weren't meant to
be true friends in the ]rst place. I salute your husband and children for the sacri]ces they have made during this ]asco. Stay strong
and positive. You are not alone in your beliefs!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 2:34:47 PM
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I salute your husband for resigning! If enough people do so it will cripple the system. A critical mass must do it decisively Take
courage everyone!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 7:06:33 PM
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These Young Global leaders who have become “Leaders” (gurus) do not want to do you any good. Under the cover of these lethal
injections (immediately or remotely by sterilization), so many Trojan horses of death in your body, in your mind and in your soul, they
make you believe that they want to save you. They don’t. It’s convincing, well presented, but it’s not true. “A tyrant needs above all a
tyrant-state, so he will use a million little civil servant tyrants who each have a trivial task to perform, and each will perform that task
competently, and without remorse, and no one will realize that he is the millionth link in the ]nal act.

“Some will arrest the victims, they will have committed only simple arrests, others will lead these victims to camps. They will have
only done their job as locomotive engineers, and the prison director opening his doors will have only done his duty as a prison
director. Of course the bosses use the cruelest individuals in the ]nal violence, but at every link in the chain, obedience has been
made comfortable.” www.globalresearch.ca/lord-vaccines-health-terrorist-ideology-where-do..
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Celeste Solum - Mandates of Control The Worst Ever www.bitchute.com/.../HTLiG7sOwn3b  ... The ones asking to be left alone are
not the extremists www.bitchute.com/.../xjaNoE1ayyDo  ... Without the fear, there is no control and without the control, they are back
to step one. Instilling fear is their main goal because if politicians were scared of the virus then they, themselves would be following
their own guidelines to a tee. www.monkeywerxus.com/.../when-does-it-end
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deb3848
Joined On 2/15/2014 1:58:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm with you.  I took an early retirement this summer when I resigned from my position as a special education teacher in CA and
moved to Texas. I saw what was coming and I was right. I feel less stressed living a frugal life on my small pension.  Meanwhile my
older son who remains in CA is being threatened by his employer.  Praying he will cut his losses and leave already.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 9:43:13 PM
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Mic679466
Joined On 8/20/2021 12:46:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I have been experiencing this too. So insane! I can only understand it as the mass psychosis that it is. I am not taking it personally.
To rise above this, we all must put love over fear. Right now, fear is coming before love. So sorry our young adults have to deal with it.
It will change them and their children in ways that will never let this happen again.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 10:51:43 PM
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mat4984
Joined On 5/24/2018 9:15:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Janeth my situation sounds similar to yours friends of ours who totally ghosted our family over the experimental jab. My ex best
friend who is a public health nurse was the worst one..ugh it’s terrible I don’t care anymore. The sheeple need to wake up. My son is
immunocompromised and none of us have been jabbed nor we will Not submit to the tyranny. I’m sorry about your husband but glad
to hear you guys will be set ]nancially. Prayers to you and your family.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 10:53:51 PM
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Amen! God bless you and watch over you all.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/21/2021 3:21:02 AM
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We need the heterodoxy of the great scientists who defend true science. Scientists who question the dominant paradigms that are built by
elites based on a domain that only seek their bene]t. It is the historical tradition of the billionaire families who run Davos and the new world
order, through the control of the world's ]nancial systems, the absorption of all monopolies and companies and ultimately all private
property. The tyranny imposed on the world creating this "pandemic" and developing the draconian measures, which have constituted the
ideal scenario to give the ]nal coup de grace to the world economy.

We must state the obvious: genocide is deliberate; it is premeditated. There is no genocide without premeditation. RJ Rummel, researcher
and political scientist de]ned the term "democide" as "the murder of any person or people by their government, including genocide,
politicide and mass murder". According to Rummel, democracy went to war as the leading cause of unnatural death in the 20th century, and
as we enter the 21st century, not only does it show no signs of stopping, but it appears to be the desired and planned form of death of
hundreds of people. of millions or even billions of innocent people around the world.
survivaldan101.com/how-can-so-many-lies-and-so-much-evidence-of-fraud-..  

In the United States, tyranny and fascism reign. as this 'Covid' plot orchestrated by the ruling class and the Biden government continues in
its efforts to eliminate the American population to advance the agendas of the disease, the eugenics and death. This is done simply to
achieve total control over the masses. As illnesses and deaths continue to grow and life expectancy is compromised in the future as these
undesirables continue to line their pockets. The truth-loving people will continue to ]ght in the trenches defending freedom.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 2:19:06 AM
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Corruption. It doesn't seem to matter much what or where it is, it creeps into the day to day things as simple as churches, a cub
scout troop, neighborhood centers, town or school boards to some degree or another. How can corruption be put at bay, especially in
and at the greatest scales of modern nation states. When so much is compartmentalized and one can not do it all by themselves.
And, we have never done it all by ourselves. We nearly always functioned in small groups, bands or collection of such in tribes. When
we move into high societys, it seems corruption makes it's way into it all.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0040609021001760
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, Just inside the vaccine industrial complex, the top positions are revolving doors, back and forth, between company executives
and the heads of the FDA, CDC, DHS, "Vaccine Command Center." They are running the COVID-19 responses you see and hear right
now. Everything that has been shown to be dangerous, from wearing masks all day, social distancing, applying all kinds of
antibacterials and cleaning with bleach everywhere, vaccination with mRNA experiments of serious health problems.

Vanguard and BlackRock are the primary owners of four of the six largest media companies that control 90 percent of mass
messages on television, in newspapers, and on ALL social media platforms, and they manage the major websites of "news" and
"Covid". ]nd it when you google or go to YouTube for information. These tycoons own 1600 American companies and are the ones
who inform the world about the "safety and eNcacy" of the fake vaccine.
noqreport.com/2021/06/15/blackrock-and-vanguard-the-same-shady-people-..  In the link The horrible history of Big Pharma
www.globaljustice.org.uk/sites/default/]les/]les/resources/pharma_co..
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks mrrobb for the graphene oxide bond. Also The cause of this rapid and often fatal spike protein proliferation is what Dr. Jane
Ruby, a medical expert and pharmaceutical researcher, calls "Magnetofection", an aggressive magnetic gel delivery system, included
in the injection, to transport the peak protein at "strain rate" in every cell of the human body. The German manufacturer, Chemicell
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in the injection, to transport the peak protein at "strain rate" in every cell of the human body. The German manufacturer, Chemicell
GmbH, Berlin of this special magnetic gel says it is not for human use. Yet Moderna and P]zer are using it in their experimental
mRNA gene therapy, which they lie about and falsely call it a "vaccine."
fromthetrenchesworldreport.com/dr-jane-ruby-warns-covid-jab-includes-d..  

This magnetofection transport system is so powerful that people who received its jab were able to stick magnets on their body. The
lipid nanoparticles injected "without vaccine" from COVID tell the body to make the spike protein. Thanks to the magnetic gel, they
quickly leave the injection site and accumulate in organs and tissues. The spike proteins that are activated in virtually every cell in
the human body are overwhelming the body's immune system and therefore ]ghting it, rather than enhancing it- Dr. Alex Pierson
omny.fm/shows/on-point-with-alex-pierson/new-peer-reviewed-study-on-co..
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Guillermo and all... I suppose if you come to our house, you has better have your last will&testament notarized.  No hand sanitizer for
me... my "beauty" bar is made with lard and lye.  I cannot ]nd a nicer or gentler product.  I am not running around swiping down every
surface with bleach.  In fact, cleaning is a distant memory at this time of year when I am busy with harvest. I write the date I can the
food on jars, not the expiration date.  Further, we butcher our own meat and it is not USDA inspected.  We drink our own well water,
too.  No chlorine or `uoride added and our teeth are just ]ne.  We open our bottles of wine and cidra outdoors because they are
"alive"! I work outdoors in the sun.  My lungs are good and I am strong.  Not like when I was young, worked indoors, ate processed
foods and was constantly on antibiotics. Life is good. All I need to keep it that way is a few dental appointments and keeping govt
out of my life.  it gets harder to do every day.
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Guillermou: Once again you have "nailed" it with your comment. I can't start my day without Dr. M.,  followed by your calm and
incredibly wise, researched comments.  I'm now realizing the exact  mirroring of those on the "train to oblivion" in the 40's to the
exact same scenario in the 21's.  The jabbed are now on "the train". All  because of the insane arrogance of a group of mostly white
individuals who wish to continue the insane desires of world domination by their parents/grandparents who backed the wrong guy in
1939 Germany. Blessings to you and everyone here.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The seeds and forewarnings of what was coming were planted 360 and 160 years before '63... ice ages are cyclical... geologic
history waits for no one. Geological Societies and Think-tanks work together... The Mad Max Musical Chairs Endgame is the new
name of the game... get "stuff" now for extended play time on the pasture. Eric Burdon & The Animals - New York 1963 - America
(1968) https://youtu.be/WTzjvxIYp-s  ~ https://youtu.be/m0JMCaKwOUY  ~ www.bitchute.com/.../HTLiG7sOwn3b  

Gates billions verses the "virtual" trillions at work today are of NO [zero] concern in an unlimited funds multi-century old
agenda/script eugenics cull being executed in real time. This is all just diversionary soap opera/psyopera supposedly temporarily
[over and over again] "throwing" different "entities", actors, bad actors, theatre actors, tranny actors, business actors/companies
under false `ag buses ["off with their heads "] to divert public attention and maintain the chaos/shock and awe in this mass
mega-giga-democide cull. It's all just a script.

Cyclical cosmic ray cloud cover forcing, tectonics, volcanism and glaciation/planetary cooling are the drivers behind the timing and
necessity of this eugenical cull that has been underway to various degrees and intensity since the start of the 1800's and
establishment of the Astro/Geological_Societies, Central Planning and major Think-Tanks and the plethora of soft-kill industries -
industrial (medical, military, media, "fake food") complexes. en.wikipedia.org/.../Geological_Society_of_London  ~
https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/  ~ en.wikipedia.org/.../Royal_Geological_Society_of_Cornwall  ~
en.wikipedia.org/.../Royal_Geological_Society_of_Ireland  ~ en.wikipedia.org/.../Geological_Society_of_America  The News-Benders
(1968) Thirty Minute Theatre (Subtitled) - YouTube Classi]ed World news Service CWNS [makes simple] www.youtube.com/watch
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Kevin131
Joined On 6/4/2020 8:25:00 AM
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Amen brother G. We need science for the sake of truth, not for the sake of pro]t. No more corporate funding of "science" it has to be
taken back and funded independently by we the people through a government under a new contract with the people, a government
that TAXES the rich, TAXES the corporate, and is free from corporate in`uence, bribery, er lobbying, and that must include an
independent judiciary, sequestered from the in`uence of corporate ]nance and corruption, appointed by their deeds and integrity, not
by partisan politics.

Arm and train all citizens of good standing, good character, and sound body and mind, as the standing army of the people, to ensure
the people will always have power over the elected few, who's needs do not outweigh the needs of the many, individuals. The greater
good starts by ensuring greatness in the base individuals of any society. Capitalism fails, as it promotes the one above others,
communism fails equally as it demotes all to the lowest denominator, and socialism and fascism fail, because they no difference
than feudalism with radio communications and nuclear weapons... representative democracy fails, because no law or policy can
exist truly in a state of justice, without the acknowledged votes of each and every person to whome the new law, policy or spending
choices, they will affect.
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Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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These mandates and lockdowns are not all bad.  They have helped many of us rede]ne our priorities and improve our lives.  They have
given us an excuse to avoid certain social activities.  They have helped us form networks and better understand who our friends really are.
 We have been able to, at least temporarily, isolate ourselves more from certain harmful people and unpleasant aspects of society. For
example, it makes us take a closer look at the entertainment industry and question whether certain events merit our attendance or
participation--sporting events that have been politicized, for example.  Movies that may not be worth seeing... when there are so many
good oldie movies online.

Avoiding restaurant food which is often highly processed. We still rarely eat at family run ethnic restaurants that watch their food quality
carefully and cook everything fresh.  These are run by refugees not enforcing mandates. Junk food is also out--has been out for a long time
at our house. No more highway stops, but we carry food from home.  Home cooking has long been what we produce. I am developing an
aversion to media.  I do not even like the sound of arti]cial voice transmission and propaganda over the radio. We spend more time talking
to people face-to-face (can still do that in rural areas).

We have shifted a bit more towards work in terms of our use of time. We build and create things.  We are outdoors more.  We pay more
attention to the cycles of nature and foraging wild foods. Our work is our hobby. I esp. enjoy preserving heirloom tree and seed varieties. I
do not need to clean house and entertain. Realizing how fragile society is and supported by a very few skilled individuals, we are taking
steps to become more self-reliant on our own land. Our spending has changed, too. We spend on capitol improvements and long-term
planning. There are no frivolous expenditures. Our friendships with like-minded people have been strengthened throughout all of this
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM
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There is now the theory that bad oils, responsible for so much bad health since introduced, can aid the spike proteins in the Shot to
cause the damage and clots. Seed oils - canola, vegetable, soy, sun`ower, sawower, corn, cottonseed, hydrogenated, re]ned palm,
grapeseed, rice bran, margarine. Check all labels.
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dude01
Joined On 8/10/2007 1:20:04 PM
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Very nice outlook, Almond. Yes, I ]nd myself also rede]ning who my true friends are. Seeking networks of individuals who are
somewhat compatible with my line of thinking has been my new challenge. Good health to you and yours.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM
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allisrong... Good fats and oils are essential for health. I still support the use of extra virgin olive oil. It has so many therapeutic
bene]ts and has supported many civilizations. I will add, "in moderation" and not a lot of fried foods. Esp. for salads. Lard for
cooking. I stocked up earlier this year on liter-sized, estate-bottled ($2@), dark glass bottles from a liquidator. In addition, I was lucky
to receive a gift of fat from an organic homegrown hog that I rendered as lard---the nicest I have ever made. tasting much like butter.

People often think about storing beans and grains, but forget the importance of good fats. This is esp. important if the meat in your
diet is largely lean game meat or white ]sh. Foods should also be grown in well-composted mineral-rich soil. "Organic", alone, is not
enough. Many plants with a long history of culinary tradition have long roots--such as grapes and blackberries. Their roots go deep
to pull up minerals.

I have a long day of work ahead of me as I pulled our garden yesterday. (Now, only what still trickles in for fresh food--kale, cabb,
grapes, an occasional vine-ripened tomato, a few raspberries... So delightful to graze in the garden when fruit is sweeter after a light
frost even if no longer suitable for canning.) I hope to have enough jars to ]nish canning grape juice--not have to set it in a kettle in
cold storage (no refrig space) to drink fresh.

Only waiting for our winter meat supply, although we could get prob by without it. More time for mushroom hunting. I have canned
over 40 jars of wild mushrooms already--in addition to what we have eaten fresh--and the season is just beginning. I have made very
little effort to hunt them. Finding time to clean and can them is another story. That is one kettle of mushroom soup (or other recipe)
@ week throughout the year. Still hunting for steaks to put under the mushrooms, though. I have carboys of wine that need bottling.
Grocery prices/shortages are not a concern
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moo1357
Joined On 10/19/2019 11:21:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Almond. I’m right there with you! We really should start on our priorities ]rst because if we don’t have our ducks in a row & start
running around wilynilly aiming our disillusion energies out word then we will be more easily vulnerable to the “powers & their
agenda”. Victory gardens, limited or better yet 0 CC debt, organized home front before showing up in  numbers at the local events/
meetings! This time of solitude gives you time to form a game plan & be come resolute in your Truth & Hearts voice! I’d be proud to
be one of your new friends! DM
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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Crimson Contagion is notable most signi]cantly for Kadlec's own history with the Dark Winter simulations that preceded and eerily
predicted the 2001 anthrax attacks. As discussed in previous TLAV – Unlimited Hangout investigation, the 2001 anthrax attacks
conveniently rescued anthrax vaccine manufacturer BioPort, now Emergent Biosolutions, from certain ruin, much like the way the
COVID crisis did for Moderna....

Moderna ]nancial collapse concerns, product safety concerns, Gates billions verses the "virtual" trillions at work are of NO [zero]
concern in an unlimited funds multi-century old agenda/script eugenics cull being executed in real time. This is all just diversionary
soap opera/psyopera supposedly temporarily [over and over again] "throwing" different "entities", actors, bad actors, theatre actors,
tranny actors, business actors/companies under false `ag buses ["off with their heads "] to divert public attention and maintain the
chaos/shock and awe in this mass mega-giga-democide cull. It's all just a script.

Cyclical cosmic ray cloud cover forcing, tectonics, volcanism and glaciation/planetary cooling are the drivers behind the timing and
necessity of this eugenical cull that has been underway to various degrees and intensity since the start of the 1800's and
establishment of the Astro/Geological_Societies, Central Planning and major Think-Tanks and the plethora of soft-kill industries -
industrial (medical, military, media, "fake food") complexes. en.wikipedia.org/.../Geological_Society_of_London  ~
https://www.geolsoc.org.uk/  ~ en.wikipedia.org/.../Royal_Geological_Society_of_Cornwall  ~
en.wikipedia.org/.../Royal_Geological_Society_of_Ireland  ~ en.wikipedia.org/.../Geological_Society_of_America    

The News-Benders (1968) Thirty Minute Theatre (Subtitled) - YouTube Classi]ed World news Service CWNS [makes simple]
www.youtube.com/watch  ~ https://electroverse.net/
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RE:  Robert and all... Someone please research the history of Moderna as I do not recall details.  Was it once part of or aNliated with
Farben?
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM
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Big Pharma, IG Farben, The Burroughs [Henry] Wellcome Trust, GSK, P]zer etc. are all under the control of the Pilgrims Society
[Vanguard/BlackRock] who get their cyclical long term "weather" "climate" "geologic" forecasts from the Royal Geological Societies
and Think-tanks going back to the early 1800's ... Moderna is a relatively new Bill Gates 2010 ["decade of the vaccine/injection"]
startup with his 20:1 expected ROI and the "everyone look at" the "Dr. Evil" depop psyop/diversion to the ongoing
mega-giga-deomocide. i1.wp.com/aim4truth.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/pilgrims-propaganda..  ~
aim4truth.org/2019/08/07/the-pilgrims-society-enemy-of-humanity/  ~
themillenniumreport.com/2020/06/the-imperial-british-world-order-a-rot..  ~
aim4truth.org/2020/02/22/british-plans-to-depopulate-the-world/  ~ fbcoverup.com/.../cyber-hijack-]ndings.html  ~
aim4truth.org/aim4truth-on-youtube  ~ aim4truth.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/End-of-anti-vaccers.mp3  ~
americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2020/01/coronavirus-traced-to-britis..  ~
aim4truth.org/2017/02/19/yellow-journalism-globalist-weapon-of-mass-de..  ~
aim4truth.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/09/1992-Eustace-Mullins-Intervie..  ~
truthbits.blog/2020/10/06/patriots-claim-crimes-against-humanity-deman..  ~
i0.wp.com/aim4truth.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Bill-Gates-vaccines..  ~
i0.wp.com/aim4truth.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/orwell-1984.jpeg  ~
i1.wp.com/aim4truth.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/delete-gates-zucker..  Trump Pilgrims nosilvernationalization.org/187.pdf  ~
www.bitchute.com/.../aZnQzy4h6DoO
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Celeste Solum - "Mandates of Control: The Worst Ever" www.bitchute.com/.../HTLiG7sOwn3b
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Amen brother A. We divested ourselves of the illusions, and turned to the hard work of building a reality we can rely on, people we
can relate to, and a future we can freely enjoy, without the hypocritically virtuous approval of Zionist group-think pirates. Who does
God's work for God's people? We do.
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bfr27915
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Thank you Dr. Mercola and the greater Mercola community for your courage and dedication to the health of the individual and truth. Myself
– 66 years old – Professional Engineer – grandfather to Landon, Brooklyn, Reagan, and Rowan.  My great fear – on my deathbed, they
approach and ask,  ”Papa, why didn’t your ]ght for us?”  I ]ght for them.  Will you join us?   Tools – DuckDuckgo (“Brave” is my browser) –
search for:  

1. Why no early treatment?  FLCCC Alliance, America’s Front Line Doctors, Dr. Zelenko, etc..  Everyone must be following a Prophylaxis
Protocol and have an early treatment plan. Don’t accept “Patient Abandonment” as your prescription.   This may save your life!  2.
Propaganda – Edwin Bernays & Joseph Goebbels.  Corporate & Social media provide the; gaslighting, narrative, gatekeepers, and algorithm
for The Powers That Be (TPTB).  (extra credit – “The Fallacy of Misplaced Concreteness.”)  3. Dr. Kary Mullis – Noble Prize Winner – PCR
and his view of Dr. Fauci.  4. Coronavirus – Lab-created & Gain-of-Function research.  Dr. David Martin – “The Gauci/COVID-19 Dossier.  5.
Then Dr. Mecola, Dr. Robert Malone, Dr. Richard Fleming,  Dr. Ryan Cole, many others.  6. American Thinker        www.americanthinker.com  

We are at War for our freedoms, liberties, and the future for our grandkids.  Join the battle, there are no sidelines.  “The eyes see only what
the mind is prepared to comprehend.” -  Henri Bergson
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Protest Happening in Fort Collins, Colorado, Nov 1st. Larimer County is re-enstating mask mandates for public spaces, starting today and
has posted on their website:  Larimer.org, a new tool for "Vaccine Veri]ed Businesses" being paid for with tax dollars:  NOW THIS IS
UNBELIEVABLE!  Please show up if you believe in sovereignty and freedom to do with your body what you choose! 

This is not about being anti-vax or pro-vax this is about tyranny, crimes against humanity, control, money and fear!!!!! What's next? Your
being told to be castrated? To have a hysterectomy?  That is where we are going folks if we don't FIGHT!!! Join in if you can, and pass this
on to anyone who will stand for freedom! We need all Colorado activists who can get to Fort Collins by 10am on Nov 1st to save the date
please!

Make this a 163 size rally, or bigger.Join Del Bigtree and Michelle Malkin in Protesting Larimer County's Vaccine Passport ProgramWe have
all heard that the Larimer County Department of Health and Environment has issued a sweeping mask mandate based on arbitrary criteria.
But did you know that they simultaneously revealed a taxpayer-funded vaccine passport system? LCDHE will exempt companies and
organizations from the unnecessary mask mandate if the organizations commit to excluding unvaccinated employees and patrons from
their premises-- despite the fact the CDC warns that COVID vaccines do not stop transmission.

To make matters worse, LCDHE plans to provide taxpayer dollars to organizations willing to enforce vaccine passports on patrons-- using
our own money to segregate our county, not only by medical choice, but by race. As of October 4, at least 42% of African American
Coloradans and 64% of Hispanic Coloradans would be excluded from businesses enforcing vaccine passports. The vaccine passport
system, which LCDHE has entitled the "Vaccine Veri]ed Facility" program, detailed on their website, will be launched on Monday, November
1, 2021. Del Bigtree and Michelle Malkin
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HealthiestChoices
Joined On 11/30/2009 10:05:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hopefully, this will gain a lot of attention to help the situation there.  We all need to continue ]ghting and being vigilant as our very
lives depend on it.
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loho2022
Joined On 8/19/2021 11:27:52 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The United States seems to like tyranny and a totalitarian system, or at least it feels that way. We have not yet risen up like other
countries to ]ght these mandates in a way I would expect. We need to start ]ghting back or it is going to be too late. I do believe that
our history is our downfall. We fought on our own land during the Civil War, but we as a country have never dealt with this form of
tyranny before and because of this, we don't really know how to stand up for something that could be lost. It scares me in a time
where I want to let go and stay positive and look to the future, but it is hard when the fear seems to surround us all.
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Mark_Mathews
Joined On 12/7/2006 5:10:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A good start would be prosecution of St Fauci for crimes against humanity, or at least for blatantly lying to Congress.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I feel bad for chemically sensitive people, because of their need to wear masks to protect themselves from the toxic chemicals all around
us; masks which will become a symbol of fascism after the dust ultimately settles.  Perhaps I should start printing up masks that say:
"CHEMICALLY SENSITIVE, NOT FASCIST"
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ElMinetero
Joined On 10/8/2010 7:29:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I haven't seen any signs of this here, in Pereira, Colombia, where I live. Masks are not required outside, many people wearing masks in
stores wear them below their nose. There are vaccine requirements in schools. Many times in the past, people have found it necessary to
relocate to a different country to avoid oppressive political regimes. People think the US used to be 'free'. Ask people of color and
indigenous how the feel about that. Another thing, here, the police are a barely seen presence.   I just closed on 65 acres, and I'm looking to
acquire another 56 contiguous acres, about an hour from Pereira, and 30 minutes from the local town. I'll be offering one acre lots that are
water, energy and food suNcient to people that want to avoid future bioweapon releases, mandates, restrictions, and general oppression.
lawrencemneal@yahoo.com
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Liberty11
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CJ writes of a scary future reality, it seems there is a diversity of responses/covid protocols.  In my home town (regional New South
Wales, Australia), masks are not mandated outside, only when entering buildings etc. Vax pass is required to enter businesses other
than essential services, which are open to all.  Today I with a friend, both unvaxxed, tried our luck in a cafe. We did mask, walked in
without checking, order,ed lunch, sat, ate, no-one even blinked!. All good.  Come December 1st, unvaxxed will have same access as
vaxxed in most Australian States. Western Australia has gone completely crazy, having zero cases, yet now legislating mandatory
vax on almost all their workforce. Unvaccinated will not be able to enter WA, perhaps ever.  Seems I won't see my daughter again
who lives in Perth, WA, as both she and I will remain unvaxxed.
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angelreader
Joined On 9/13/2006 5:37:36 PM
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I know several vaccinated people getting COVID one in hospital. Frightening to see all people of all classes, ethnicity, political parties
engaging in the demonizing of the unvaxed. So terrifyingly similar to WW2 Germany.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Resistance is the new normal. Compliance is the new abnormal. Peaceful protest will not work. Look how that is going for Australia?
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moineau
Joined On 4/23/2011 6:20:23 AM
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Nailed it, CJ! I can't be ABSOLUTELY sure, but I believe my brother is "one of those pilots". xoxoox
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

DIVIDE and CONQUER is alive and well - and the hoards of Lemmings are too "out of it" to even see it!
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randyfest, So true. This has reminded me of my mother's admonition when I was a child; "Are you going to jump off a cliff just
because your friends do?"  Time and time again for the past 11 months I have witnessed most of my friends and family get
mindlessly COVID jabbed and then line up again to get their annual `u jab. I can only shake my head that they can't see what is
staring them in the face.
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Randyfast
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Catryna; Flu/covid shots - the Deadly Dual!
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There is always the possibility that the vaccine will be so devastating to health that the general public will ]nally "see the light", and that the
"unclean", ie un-vaccinated, will become the "clean".  For now the side effects of the vaccines have been minimized, hidden, or attributed to
other causes.  Eventually the health differences between vaxxed and un-vaxxed may become too dramatic to ignore.  Time will tell.
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davidle
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agreed
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Jackaroni, I believe you are correct. And, that being said, because we will be the last ones standing.
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The question now is what do we do to reverse this. The money is on their side. The courts are doing little to stop it. As a Christian prayer is
our standard. Satan is now rejoicing but his time is near. May our Lord put alk.this under His feet that we may be given new life. Amen.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For now we can support those who have lost their jobs for refusing to get vaccinated and thus encouraging others currently too
fearful to stand up for their beliefs.  This support could be joining their protests, contacting our representatives or giving them work.
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peoplearestrange
Joined On 9/20/2021 11:01:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi. I was afraid to bring up prayer. I do not belong to any religion. My beliefs are more aligned with Native Americans and their
reverence for “The Creator.” I truly do not care if anyone does not believe in a Creator—so subsequent rants about my delusional
state, from non-believers, will have no effect on me—and hopefully not on you. I very much believe in prayer—in being in
communication with our Creator. Today, I prayed for The Creator to stop Biden and all the world leaders from this heinous activity
they have involved themselves in. In your Christian religion, it says “When two or more are gathered in His Name. I worship the same
God you do. I just don’t do the formalities of a religion—so there is you . . . And there is me. So far, there are two of us. I have been
thinking about how we could designate a National prayer hour, to stop these insidious mandates, and restore reason to people’s
minds. We could light candles, too. Those that do not pray could meditate on the idea—picture a world set free of what the world
leaders are doing to humanity. Be glad to let you or anyone else take the lead. A dear friend, of 48 years, just passed. She had the
stinking shots. I am fairly depressed and would welcome someone taking the lead to designate a time for an hour of National prayer
to stop the madness. We should advertise, beforehand. Thank you, in advance, for any input.
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SuperSing
Joined On 9/9/2018 7:25:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please stop calling the War Between the States a civil war. It was not. A civil war is a ]ght for control of the government. The South
seceded and established a separate government, so it was not a civil war. In the 1830s, there were more anti slavery societies in the South
than in the north, so the war was not about slavery, except for the state of South Carolina where slavery was supported and defended by
former slaves who had inherited their deceased master's property and become slave owners themselves, which is shown in old tax records.
The war was about unreasonable taxes on cotton which took many Southerners into bankruptcy. Southerners got tired of being bullied by
the north. History books written by the north don't tell the truth. As we see today, the bullying of one group of people by another or by the
corrupt government never stops. People who like to bully others seek positions of authority where they get paid to destroy.
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DawnieR
Joined On 5/19/2021 9:38:50 AM
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PEOPLE!!!! It's OKAY! Just 'Fight On'! But ALWAYS remember......this IS a 'WAITING GAME'. Take comfort that this WILL END, 'soon'. MOST (if
not ALL) of these PSYCHOPATHS (aka NON HUMANS) WILL be dropping dead, in the near future. And we SANE HUMANS can start a
NORMAL Society, all over again. And I would HOPE that those of us who DO start over, again, HAVE LEARNED LESSONS of what NOT TO
DO?!?!?! We are in the position we NOW ]nd ourselves in, for a few reason.

#1....'It's the PARENTS FAULT'! And it IS. If people were ACTUAL PARENTS, we would not ]nd ourselves, surrounded by FILTH! #2.....We've
been 'Giving an Inch'.....and then 'THEY' would TAKE 100 MILES. We 'gave in' to the demands of PSYCHOPATHS; and we should NOT have.
The 'Give In' list is WAY too long to go into here. But, just one example is 'Political Correctness'. Another (a 'recent' one) is 'transgender'.
People need to learn to SAY, 'NO!!!!'. NO!!...to 'political correctness'! NO!!...to 'transgender'....there is NO SUCH THING! Say NO!!!!.....to
CORRUPTION of ANY kind.

That's #3....we let CRIMINALS in our govt! VET THESE INDIVIDUALS....THOROUGHLY!!!!! And STOP electing 'foreigners'; candidates & family
should have lived in the US for at least THREE GENERATIONS! One should NOT be allowed to come here, from another country, and then
join our govt!! NO!! And I can go on & on......on 'WHY' we now ]nd ourselves in the HELL, of 'today'. BONUS: #4.....people need to GROW UP
and BE the 'adults' they supposedly ARE! MOST individuals, in this country, are MENTALLY STUNTED (to that of a retarded 3 y/o). Which
brings us full circle....back to PARENTING!!!! We have retarded 3 y/o 'adults' raising children?!?!?! If these LESSONS are NOT LEARNED, we
are DOOMED TO REPEAT this HELL! And it will NOT TAKE LONG to get BACK to this very HELL in which we are now living in!
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peoplearestrange
Joined On 9/20/2021 11:01:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Please stop saying everyone that had the shots will die. I did not get them. My three children did. I am heartbroken they got them but
they did it to keep their jobs. Please pray they survive those shots.  I am a healthcare worker and I will lose my job on Nov 30th.
Please pray for me, and others like me, that we ]nd work, if you pray. I was terribly ill a few years ago and lost all my savings. Not
much demand for a Senior with a master’s degree in Rehabilitation Counseling—and no Covid shots. Thank you.
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versatile
Joined On 10/16/2007 4:23:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Coincidence Theorists - people who believe any facts that oppose their paradigm can be explained by "coincidences".
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MaryBaker3401
Joined On 10/20/2021 9:55:56 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Project Stand Together projectstandtogether.com They are looking for volunteers to help organize protests around the US and also go door
to door asking businesses if they will post a sign showing they do not discriminate against anyone including unvaxed.
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balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A highly effective treatment protocol for mass insanity:  1)  Be con]dent and reasonable.  Let those who support the totalitarians
(Covidians, in this instance)  be the hysterical ones.  2)  To best inform and awaken those who are under the spell of erroneous belief, but
may not be totally gone to la-la land, dole out the tastiest and most digestible morsels of the lowest-hanging fruit in a sympathetic and
respectful way.  Rather than challenging the belief system, point out a few obvious cracks, in a lighthearted way when possible; and in time,
many will ]gure it out for themselves with pride intact.  Have a mindset that is more along the lines of recruiting than converting.  3)  Unite
and remain ]rm.  The two go together: the more of us are united and the ]rmer we are, the better we will emerge from this mass insanity.
 All things must pass.
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davetheslave44yahoo.co.u
Joined On 8/2/2021 5:37:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are no winners in this, only losers, unless those that haven't caved in and had the jab have a semblance of winning. The other brigade
are existing by having periodical shots that are risky and can cause unknown adverse consequences to the recipient. Nothing good here will
come of this.
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skweiler
Joined On 1/16/2010 10:08:44 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totalitarianism is more about deception than fear. It perpetrates widespread violations of natural rights under color of law. The essence of
totalitarianism is a combination of determinism (i.e. denial of free will), collectivism, utilitarianism, and atheism.
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HealingMindN
Joined On 5/1/2007 5:34:02 PM
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During the American Revolution, about a 1/3 of the American Frontier People were patriots and revolutionaries. In deep consideration that
the British fought alongside the Hessians who probably also called American Patriots "Untermenschen," that sounds about right:
www.battle]elds.org/.../american-revolution-faqs
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

One major reason the American people were successful was because of their resilience. They were largely rural and spread out.
Armies function best when they can dominate a country by controlling cities. There were few large cities to control. More
households were self-reliant, producing their own food. Taxes could pretty much be avoided by not using certain products and
services. If one family lost their home due to ]ghting, they could evacuate the city or move in with relatives. There was still the
frontier for displaced persons and they had the skills necessary to homestead with few resources. American society was very `uid in
this respect.

Everyone still knew how to shoot, raise a garden, preserve food, butcher, build things, light a ]re in the hearth and cook a meal from
scratch and homegrown ingredients. People knew how to work and prob more were homeschooled than sent to school.  People
knew their medicinal herbs and had survival skills. Needs and expectations were modest. This is not the case today. People are
living far beyond their means and are totally dependent on others for their daily sustenance.  I pulled my biggest garden yesterday
and must have over 20 boxes of food on my porch awaiting processing or cold storage by the end of the day. I hope to be canning
venison soon, too--in addition to all the ]sh we already have frozen and canned.

How many people could cope with such abundance anymore? Most would be too lazy. I live in a part of the country where nature
blesses us with a cornucopia of food. Unless you are disabled or lack a running vehicle, there is no excuse for going hungry. I ]nd it
shameful that children (youth groups) are sent door-to-door to collect food for the "needy". Instead, there should be land set aside
for community gardens. Gleaning groups are rare or nonexistant anymore. People no longer take advantage of resources to educate
themselves. Ignorance is widespread and embraced. People who don't learn from history make excuses
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM
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Almond, I am teaching myself about edible wild plants.  It always bothered me that someone could get lost in a lush forest and
starve to death while ample food was all around them.  In a worse case scenario where home and garden are lost, it would good to
know of other food sources.
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very good! Excellent analysis, no hiding anything, straight to the point. And the point of all points is BG, who's fascist ideas of reducing
world's population has been brilliantly implemented by criminals in UN, WHO, P]zer+Moderna+Astra + other members of the 21st century
gestapo.
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sly311
Joined On 8/23/2021 12:30:11 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Can't hardly wait for the ]re ]ghters to be ]red for refusing the clot shot. Burn baby burn!
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56Captain
Joined On 9/6/2021 6:58:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Is this going to usher in the start of the “Mark of the Beast” as described in the book of Revelations?
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dog1678
Joined On 4/1/2016 4:37:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The thing that gives credence to your observation about Satan is the extreme "other worldliness" about what is going on. It seems
unlikely, based on human history and human behavior, that world powers could all cook up a plan and execute it this eNciently. Since
when have leaders of disparate nations agreed on anything? Many people who have been infected with COVID report feeling like they
are NOT their "old selves", that something is different in their psyche, their spirit. Is this just a neurological manifestation of the
virus? Or is it a possession of some sort?

If this is a worldwide conspiracy, there must certainly be hundreds of thousands of people who are in on it- from the Wuhan lab
workers to people in the various levels of bureaucracy who had to implement each faze of the Plan. Is that likely? Let's laugh
together! So what does that leave? Two things- a Biblical event like the emergence of Satan, or interdiction by an extraterrestrial
force. Could our species simply be an experiment set up by beings from outside of our knowledge? Have they come back to
manipulate us for further experimentation? Or has Satan risen for the ]nal battle? Yes, it all sounds crazy, but we must admit that
something is going on that is out of our grasp of understanding.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry...it's already begun - years ago - about the same time that the Bible was removed from classrooms and replaced with satanic
colouring books and such! You must have heard of "Drag Queen Story Time"!
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allunoisrong
Joined On 6/19/2006 10:22:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dog, I understand it just ]ne. The Satanists (you dare not call them by their real name) have in]ltrated all positions of in`uence, have
stolen most wealth, have made themselves immune from criticism, hate everybody else. They have co-opted so many into their plot,
using power and money and fear. This has been in the oNng for a long time. 911 was a kickoff, and the biological event and mas
feamongering is the next phase. The Protocols will give you an outline (hint). JFK was right.

And yes, the Mark if the shot, which disconnects one from the Source. Reports are that people all of a sudden have lost that after
taking the jab. The graphene oxide is likely the culprit. The body removes it after 6 months, hence the need for the booster. So all the
jabbed are satan's servants now, as the article attempts to show.
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Liberty11
Joined On 12/17/2006 8:27:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

56 Captain, "Mark of the Beast" was ]rmly embedded with the expansion of unregulated capitalism, consumerism, materialism, and
the relentless production of new technologies from the 1960's, which has primed us for today's disaster. Now, humans are so
distracted, disconnected from their divine source, inner self, thus easily susceptible to fear, propaganda, "pandemics".  We have no
anchor without a spiritual dimension to our lives. As Dr Zelenko said, "God is testing us"....you bow to the beast, or you seek the
protection of the Divine. It is empowering and incredibly FREEING, to maintain your integrity by refusing to submit to the Vax if that is
your moral stance.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Vaccine mandates. Biden's Getting Ready to ]nd out...He Ain't KING! 

😂

 | Buddy Brown - YouTube www.youtube.com/watch
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Biden is irrelevant in the whole scheme of things the layers of the deep state...simply the puppet doing what he is told to do until
they no longer need him to perpetuate the agenda. The deeper layers of agenda have are still being implemented as we head
towards 2030
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

brodie... You are correct, but we must star housekeeping from the bottom up in order to reach those at the top who are protected by
underlings and front men.  Starting with electing constitutional sheriffs.
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StandFastPats
Joined On 1/24/2021 1:32:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Almond...brilliant video!  Buddy will be a regular at my house now!  Also, thank you for your wise and extremely helpful counsel.
 A Gardner I'm not, but I will be!  Blessings.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Standfast... Patience and persistence are the key. Gardening is a lifelong education and requires experience. Start with a small
garden so you are not overwhelmed by unfamiliar work that you lack the experience and organization for. Small space plantings or
raised beds and trellises. Start with what are recommended as the "easy crops". A few tomatoes, carrots, bush zucchini, elephant
garlic, romaine, etc. A self-pollinating (!!!) apple and Italian Prune tree if your climate favors them and you have space on a side of
your yard away from a garden. Grapes if you have a lot of space. Start collecting canning jars/LIDS and freezer containers.

For processing food, consider investing in a large water bath kettle, a pressure canner, a blender/vitamix, a dehydrator, a
steamer-juicer.  A steamer  juicer is a good way to preserve surplus fruit. Every year, I can apple juice to use as a sugar substitute.
Grape juice pints do not need processing if poured into jars hot from oven. Other fruit juices, or quarts, should be water-bathed.
Hubby and I were discussing people who say there is no savings in growing a garden. Assuming you only eat fresh from it, that is
still groceries for 3 months out of the year.  Esp. soups, salads, stir-frys.

What do you spend on groceries over 3 months of time? Also, gain improved health. What is the value of a full pantry nowadays?
Learn to save your HEIRLOOM seed and you will cut expenses further.  We have largely lived from our garden and foraging at this
time of year. That is a huge savings. Many breakfasts included applesauce tossed with raspberries or prunes (cooked with half apple
juice/stevia).  Many vegetarian hot meals and delicious soups, too. I do not understand why people pay so much for a tiny can of
soup ]lled with crap when it is so cheap and easy to make from garden ingredients. If it does not contain a dairy (dairy substitute)
ingredient, leftovers will freeze well, too. Check ethnic cookbooks--Italian, Mexican, Chinese/Thai.
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bowgirl
Joined On 12/3/2011 6:17:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many of us domestic terrorists saw this coming and are prepared. We are quietly resisting as we can. I've stepped away from volunteering
and giving away my time, money and blood to the system. It is more liberating than I realized.  As more disabling  auto-immune issues
develop in the vaxxed with de]cient immune systems our value will increase.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 6:19:33 AM
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fromseatoshiningsea
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:40:06 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bowgirl - in keeping with your comment, read this article - principia-scienti]c.com/oNcial-govt-reports-show-vaccinated-lost-40..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 10:33:25 AM
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zon9850
Joined On 9/25/2018 3:08:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In Ireland John Waters, a writer, does this too....very good analyses of the world we live in.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/19/2021 11:35:30 PM
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Catryna
Joined On 7/25/2006 5:48:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"And it's not just governments and corporations carrying out the New Normal Purge. Friends are purging friends. Wives are purging
husbands. Fathers are purging children. Children are purging parents. New Normals are purging old normal thoughts. Global "health
authorities" are revising de]nitions to make them conform to New Normal "science."

It is pretty clear, to me, that what is going on in the world reminds me of 2Tim 3:1-4. "But know this, that in the last days critical times hard
to deal with will be here. 2  For men will be lovers of themselves, lovers of money, boastful, haughty, blasphemers, disobedient to parents,
unthankful, disloyal, 3  having no natural affection, not open to any agreement, slanderers, without self-control, ]erce, without love of
goodness, 4  betrayers, headstrong, puffed up with pride, lovers of pleasures rather than lovers of God."

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/21/2021 8:30:33 AM
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Rosebud10000
Joined On 12/12/2016 1:59:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And there is at least one Quantas pilot who has spoken out and put his job on the line,Thank-you to all people of courage.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/21/2021 6:07:46 AM
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Ningnuts
Joined On 4/18/2020 5:58:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fear & Hope.Control a society through fear.Fear of death from an invisible invader.Economic destabilization with lockdowns.Control a
society through hope.Vaccines to save society from invisible invader.Shrinking lockdowns.To maintain control implement mandates into
social structure using vaccines.Reboot economic system to cashless society.Pandemic justi]es global food shortages/shrinking water
tables.Increased poverty& everything else that is wrong in society.The great reboot with totalitarian control complete.
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aaa1791
Joined On 10/15/2021 2:00:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Today every article on Children's Health Defence came up as '' Forbidden'', a sad day.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/21/2021 12:52:17 AM

' Like  ( Dislike

 

peoplearestrange
Joined On 9/20/2021 11:01:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remember all the noise about Biden’s son getting way too much money for his role, as a board member, in a questionable
appointment,“overseas?” Wondering if the Powers-That-Be stepped in to offer Joe Biden an offer he couldn’t refuse. Deal with the Devil: Son
off the hook, the presidency, and money for life—in trade for letting his pharma backers force the shots and mandates. Other countries?
Well—many can be bought for a price and many have skeletons in the closet. I would love it if some investigative reporters were to follow
the one trail to what has developed. Maybe reporters could slow the mandates with a few stories about Papa making deals to save his son.
What if other countries reporters followed suit on why their leaders jumped on the Covid mandate bandwagons so fast?  Of course, it will be
a challenge to ]nd papers or stations to run the stories. CHD tv?
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missfortieshotmail.com
Joined On 10/15/2011 9:10:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sheldon Wollin called this type of totalitarianism we experience "Inverted Totalitarianism"
www.truthdig.com/articles/sheldon-wolin-and-inverted-totalitarianism/

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 8:09:56 PM
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PenelopeI
Joined On 5/4/2020 12:28:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Already it is mandatory in Australia that quarantined individuals download certain apps. The patents on these aps are completely explicit &
you can see them here in a 10 minute video. Please-- you must understand how the obedience platform is to come about.
www.lewrockwell.com/2021/10/no_author/vaxx-skullduggery-exposed/
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SoosA.
Joined On 11/26/2020 10:36:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

...anus-puckering invalids?  ha ha......  crude, but it describes it really well.  Some members of my family have lost their minds, and stay
away from everybody else, even when vaccinated.  Sad.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 1:50:59 PM
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vaccine0
Joined On 8/21/2021 3:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We, the people, need a Hail Mary. Here’s what I think:  https://vimeo.com/603453852

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 1:01:31 PM
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The worm squirms.  More excuses blaming the unvaxed. dailypoliticalnewswire.com/oh-puh-lease-trump-surgeon-general-adams-cl..
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is the nasty part of WAR!!!........ And this is and we have been World War three for over a decade this is pumped into the humans with
'DaJab"  www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0040609021001760   now making them 'very acceptable' to 5G  radiation....
Getting deeper into this mess is fascinating.... www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S0008622321007892
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Give me a wrench, and show me where to throw it.  Or give me a saboe that I can throw into the machinery.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 10/20/2021 11:06:19 AM
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wor9463
Joined On 12/19/2016 1:50:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dr. Mercola, have you interviewed Sheriff Mack?  That would be a great conversation!   Thanks so much for bringing together all of the
people that you have during the last 18 months!   :)
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wor9463
Joined On 12/19/2016 1:50:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

On That Day Began Lies by Leonard E. Read  fee.org/.../on-that-day-began-lies
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hard to disagree with Mr. Hopkins take.
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medrakemdgmail.com
Joined On 3/10/2021 10:35:16 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Napoleon had Snowball in "Animal Farm". Big Brother had Goldstein and his followers in "1984". Hitler had the Jews, Stalin had the kulaks
and Mao had the "capitalist roaders". Even an incompetent dictator needs an Other, who can be hated and on whom failures can be blamed
rather than the regime, and for The Dotard it is the anti-vaxxers. It is too late to prevent demonization and persecution; those who fear and
oppose the New Normal must get ready now to ]ght the extermination that is coming. As in so much else, the Australian Reich is the
model, and it will not be long before the "resilience camps" sport crematoria and smokestacks like Auschwitz and Treblinka.
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forbiddenhealing
Joined On 2/21/2011 9:51:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A sickening dive into corporate sewage.  I feel dirty confronted by this insanity, angry at the deceptive use of language, not surprised by the
cooperation of media and a phony justice system, and sad for the duped.  On the other hand what is one to do?  Latest from
Orthomolecular/Thomas Levy;   www.lewrockwell.com/2021/10/no_author/canceling-the-spike-protein/ NAC should have been mentioned;
orally and via nebulizer.
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Beentheredonethat2
Joined On 7/10/2017 12:47:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

“None are more hopelessly enslaved than those who falsely believe they are free.” ― Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
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Casimcea
Joined On 6/6/2020 2:44:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"Naturally, the common people don't want war ... but after all it is the leaders of a country who determine the policy, and it is always a simple
matter to drag the people along, whether it is a democracy, or a fascist dictatorship, or a parliament, or a communist dictatorship. Voice or
no voice, the people can always be brought to the bidding of the leaders. That is easy. All you have to do is to tell them they are being
attacked, (FEAR) and denounce the paci]sts for lack of patriotism and exposing the country to danger. It works the same in every country."
-Hermann Goring .. The interesting part is about the leaders of the country. I thought that Goring was one of them but apparently not. The
great wizard is still hiding behind the curtain.
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Ningnuts
Joined On 4/18/2020 5:58:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We have never been free in humanity's arti]cial construct of modern civilization.Voting is just another smoke screen to give the
impression you have a say in how life is governed.It does not matter which party governs. The global control systems are the true
 power with elitist puppet masters  calling the shots.pro]ts before people always their ethos.
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